MGT-383 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLANS FOR RURAL JURISDICTIONS
NO. OF OPENINGS: MIN 25/MAX 40
JUNE 28, 2019

BROOME COUNTY
SOUTHERN TIER

Description:
The course provides practical knowledge about the planning
process, different types of EOP formats, and the components
of each. Participants engage in scenarios designed to
reinforce lessons learned, enable them to determine the best
format for their particular jurisdictions, and to organize the
various planning components into an EOP. With the increased
threat of natural disasters and terrorist incidents, it is important
(and in some cases a requirement for funding) for rural
emergency managers to have an EOP in place. When disaster
strikes and response time is critical, it is too late to create a
plan. MGT 383 Emergency Operations Plans for Rural
Jurisdictions encourages a proactive plan of action that allows
for a stable, reliable EOP to carry a rural community through
any potential incident. It enables participants to recognize EOP
components and assist with strategies for implementation. It
also assists with understanding how to integrate standard
operating procedures (SOPs) into the EOP framework.
Objectives:
• identifies characteristics of an effective planning
processes presents the key concepts for how to
maintain a current and viable plan
• demonstrates the components of an EOP and their
relationship to each other
• establishes relationship between EOP and SOP
• explains steps for implementing SOPs and Emergency
Support Functions (ESFs) in a rural EOC
• illustrates the need for and process behind an EOP
maintenance plan
• determines the ESFs that would be referenced to
resolve an incident covering a wide area
• describes the three types of annexes used in the ESF
format and explains the functions of each e
• explains the types and purposes of various procedural
documents
• explains the reasoning behind linking procedural
documents to EOPs

1 DAY
ANNOUNCED: APRIL 25, 2019

Location:

Our Lady of Lourdes Memorial Hospital
Lecture Hall One
169 Riverside Drive
Binghamton, NY 13905

Time:

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Cost:

There is no fee for the course. Food, lodging
& transportation costs are the responsibility of
the participant.

Registration:
Please use the registration link below:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/62819MGT383Broome
Registration Deadline: June 7, 2019
Target Audience:
Emergency Management, Fire Service, Governmental
Administrative, Healthcare, Law Enforcement and Public
Health
Prerequisite:
IS-100b Introduction to Incident Command Systems, IS-200
ICS for Single Resources & Initial Action Incidents, IS-700
NIMS, An Introduction, IS-701 NIMS Multiagency Coordination
Systems (MACS), IS-800 National Response Framework, An
Introduction and IS-235 Emergency Planning.
You must be a US Citizen to take this course. If you are
not please let us know by email for further instruction at
OEM.TRAINING@DHSES.NY.GOV
Completion:
Participants, who actively participate, attend all course contact
hours and pass a written test will receive a Certificate of
Completion for the course.

Contact: NYS Office of Emergency Management - Training & Exercises at (518) 292-2351 or OEM.training@dhses.ny.gov

